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A classic tale from George Eliot, author of Middlemarch... Silas Marner is a modest weaver accused of
stealing the congregation's funds. The thief may really be Silas' best friend, William Dane, who has framed
him but Silas is found guilty none-the-less. His fiancé abandons Silas and later marries William Dane. And
so, it is with a broken heart, that Silas leaves his home and heads south. He lives as a recluse hoarding gold
from his earnings. That too is stolen by the son of the town's leading landowner. But a child soon enters
Silas’s life and changes it completely. Mary Ann Evans known by her pen name George Eliot, was an
English novelist, journalist, translator and one of the leading writers of the Victorian era. She is the author of
seven novels, including Adam Bede (1859), The Mill on the Floss (1860), Silas Marner (1861), Middlemarch
(1871–72), and Daniel Deronda (1876), most of them set in provincial England and known for their realism
and psychological insight. She used a male pen name, she said, to ensure her works would be taken
seriously. Female authors were published under their own names during Eliot's life, but she wanted to escape
the stereotype of women only writing lighthearted romances. An additional factor in her use of a pen name
may have been a desire to shield her private life from public scrutiny and to prevent scandals attending her
relationship with the married George Henry Lewes, with whom she lived for over 20 years.
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From reader reviews:

Yasmin Parker:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also be a life style. This reading habit give you lot of
advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the book
that will improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of e-book you read,
if you want attract knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want truly feel happy read one with
theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The Silas Marner is kind of publication which is giving the
reader capricious experience.

Catherine Rubio:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with buddies is thing that
usually you might have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try issue that really
opposite from that. A single activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Silas Marner, you are able
to enjoy both. It is fine combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh
occur its mind hangout people. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its identified as reading friends.

Darron Hiller:

Beside this kind of Silas Marner in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or facts. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from the oven so
don't end up being worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have Silas
Marner because this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you sometimes have book but
you don't get what it's interesting features of. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this within your hand.
The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss
this? Find this book along with read it from now!

Marylouise Potter:

Reserve is one of source of knowledge. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but also
native or citizen require book to know the upgrade information of year to help year. As we know those
guides have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world.
From the book Silas Marner we can get more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? Being creative
person must like to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that appropriate with your aim. Don't
become doubt to change your life at this book Silas Marner. You can more pleasing than now.
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